Answerpack TV:
Best Practice Guide

Answerpack Production:
Here are some tips on how to get started:
Answerpack is best utilised as a video information channel for adding short video clips between
15 – 45 seconds long. The channel format allows individual text questions to be created within
the player that can be clicked upon to trigger the video responses. It is therefore not necessary
to include the interview questions within the final video edit.
As well as video interviews we suggest there is a mixture of all content types to keep the online
visitor most engaged.
How To / Expert Advice
Build trust with your patients and improve customer service by sharing answers to frequently
asked questions on treatments, conditions and aftercare etc.
Case studies & Patient Stories
Promote your outstanding results and success stories, showcase your services with results and
testimonials. Augment editorial content with embedded videos.
Product showcases & demos
Build momentum for a product by keeping potential customers updated on new and upcoming
releases.
Demonstrate your industry leadership and put your brand out there as a leader with a strong
message to deliver.
Medical Animations
These are a highly effective way of explaining complex surgical procedures and interventions.

Web Video Statistics (UK)
65% of users visit the marketer’s website
after viewing a video on social media sites
such as Facebook
Website videos can increase website
conversion rates by up to 300%
Optimised videos are up to 50 X more
likely to appear on the first page of Google

Video accounts for 60% of Internet traffic
(www.Techsn.com)
Youtube is the 2nd largest search engine
3 out of 5 Youtube videos are now played
outside of Youtube - i:e videos embedded
on company websites

The Rise Of Online Business Video
The rise of online video is revolutionising media consumption, with video now accounting for
nearly 60% of internet traffic. (techsn.com) YouTube is a destination not just for youth audiences
and tech enthusiasts, but for the business community as well. However, when it comes to getting
the most from business videos you want to drive customers to your website - not Youtube so an
alternative method is required. That’s why we developed Answerpack. A simple low cost
solution that capitalises on Youtube hosting and it’s audience but creates a seamless mobile
channel experience for your visitors that drives traffic directly to your site whilst at the same time
increasing website engagement, rankings and conversions.

Although One Vision Health offer video production
packages below are some tips if you want to film
some video clips yourself.
Video Content Creation:
60 seconds: The average attention span of a web user is around 60 seconds so make sure
the content is within this time frame if you want people to stay engaged.
Sound advice: Make sure you have clear, professional sound. Poor audio will make the
production feel like it is low quality and not reflect your brand in a positive light. It is
recommended to invest in a high quality microphone as the one on your computer or inbuilt
into your camera will not be good enough.
Educate: create content that informs and educates your viewers. Educational content is far
more likely to be shared and linked to and nobody wants to listen to a sales pitch if they are
not at least learning something at the same time.
Audience: All content should be aligned with the needs of your audience so try to think of the
most common questions asked by patients and answer these in short segments under a
minute each. Animations can also be used that you can license from our library.
Language: Watch your language. Avoid jargon. When sharing your experiences, describe
acronyms and other jargon so your website visitors know what you are talking about and can
follow along.
Lighting: Make sure the interviewee is well lit. Use a portable light kit, but if you have no
access to such equipment you can use certain home lamps for each light that would be in the
light kit. Set up two chairs, approximately two to three feet apart from each other. Have one of
the chairs close to the wall, and the other chair with a large distance between it and the
background. That chair will be where your subject sits, and it is advisable to get as much
distance between it and the background as possible. Place the camera on a tripod to the left
of the interviewers chair, and a small Tota light to the right of the chair. This is a small square
light, on a stand, with about a 600-800 Watt power reading. It is advisable to secure a white
sheet umbrella on the light to soften the glow. Raise the light slightly above the subject’s head
so that the reflection of the light will be in the upper-right area of the subject’s pupil. A strong
lamp will work as long as it can be pointed in the direction of the subject’s face. You will know
that the light is in the correct spot if you can see the shadow for the subject’s nose is perfectly
in line with the crease that occurs from their nose to mouth.
Background: background, keep it conservative or plain. The interviewer wants to see you, not
your room, so set yourself up so that the video will show you from the shoulder up.
Calm your nerves: Your peers are nervous too, so don’t worry. Focus on speaking slowly, and
stress certain worlds of importance. Try to smile as much as possible and be friendly in your
manner and tone. Those who can showcase their true personality while maintaining a level of
professionalism are typically the most engaging.

Interviewing:
The interviewer and interviewee should sit opposite each other.
The interviewer should be placed to the side of the camera and completely out of shot. 2-3
feet to the right or left of the camera is ideal.
Make sure the interviewer does not look directly into the camera at any stage.
Do not include the interviewer in the shot or the interviewers voice in the final cut as it is
unnecesary due to the fact this will be added to the channel player during the editing process.
Avoid complex patterns or stripes on clothing as these do not come out well in the final edit.
The interviewees response should be spontaneous and although some preparation is
required nothing should be too scripted as a natural response is essential to create a
personal and welcoming feel. We suggest having a few bullet points that can be used as a
reminder of key points before each question is asked.
The interviewee should keep eye contact with the interviewer and the interviewer should nod
frequently to reassure the interviewer and help them relax and feel they are being listened to.

YouTube Optimisation:
Give videos searchable titles, descriptions and tags
Give videos a keyword rich description that is at least 150 words
Make sure the video description is unique to each video
Keep video logs up to date
Keep content fresh with regular uploads – don’t update everything in one go
Add links to your website and social media channels in the description box
Subscribe and comment on 5 - 10 channels where you hope to attract a similar audience.
Include links to your website in the comments section
Make sure you select the appropriate category for your video
Select the best title for your video by researching videos with a high number
of plays that are in a similar field to yours
Add transcription text for each video

Answerpack Optimisation:
Create as many videos as possible. more content = more visibility
Create transcriptions for all of your videos
Link keywords within the transcription to relevant website pages to improve website SEO
Add captivating imagery to the video category sections
Add profile pictures and text of video contributors
Create a video site-map of all your video content & submit to Google
Share channel across your social media sites and directories
Invite others to publish /embed your video information on their website
Install channel category links across relevant pages on your site
Ask others to publish video categories on their sites in order to attract high value links

Reach Your Audience:
Youtube contributes 2.4 billion of the 5 billion video streams each month in the UK.
As an advertiser, you can place ads on the home page, search pages and video watch pages,
and know that your ads will only appear next to premium cleared content.
Understand what your audience are watching and searching for on Youtube and target them
with precision using YouTube Insights for Audience.
Reach your audience with the right type of ad. Consider the effect that your ad will have on
the viewer.

Track, Analyse and Improve:
Track your videos’ viewership to understand your audience and how they interact. Armed with
this information, you can determine how best to optimise your targeting and your video
content, and make sure you are promoting your video to the right audience.
While YouTube Insight provides detailed information about who your viewers are and their
level of engagement, Google Analytics tracks the performance of your brand channel as if it
were your own site. Analyse how long visitors stay, loyalty, bounce rates, how visitors find your
channel, and which sources are driving good traffic.
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